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Mother's hands have always been a source of knowledge and comfort. They have 
cooked the meals and cleaned the house. During tough times they made meals stretch 

to feed that extra guest by “peeling that extra potato”. They planted the garden and 
pulled the weeds. When the time came they picked the fruits of her labor and canned 

them for the long winter ahead.  
 

On Saturdays they would wash the clothes, using the old Maytag and hang them on the 
line to dry. Once dry, they ironed them and put them away. They would kneed the bread 
and shape it into the pans often saving some to fry up for the family.  Whenever one of 
her children acquired a scrape or cut (there were many). They would wash the injury and 

apply a Band-Aid. Those hands were never too busy to pitch the ball or help with 
homework. 

 
Always creative they would redo furniture or refresh the walls with a new coat of paint. 
There were many crafts to do, especially those involving yarn and needles or quilting 

squares. 
Many hours were spent putting together a pattern, often taking it apart to redo a 

mistake only she could see. Those hands spent many hours showing me new ideas for a 
quilt or how to put up wallpaper and make it match. 

 
Then the grandchildren came along. Small outfits to be sewn and blankets to be 

created. Each one had to have their own, especially made for him or her. Now there 
were pictures to be colored and treats to be made. To the dismay of the little ones, 
those hands in combination with a rocker, usually meant nap-time… sometimes for 

both grandma and a grandchild. 
 

As the hands have aged acquiring wrinkles and aches they continue the traditions. Now 
there are great-grandchildren that need the attention of those hands. Each has a blanket 

or two that has been sewn or crocheted. They are comforted in the knowledge that if 
something gets torn or a seam of a toy comes apart...take it to Great-Grandma - those 

hands can fix it. 
 


